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Executive Summary 

 Our research group discussed what we already knew about SKYY Vodka and 

what we still needed to know about the product. We quickly learned that SKYY Vodka 

targeted adults 18-49 and inadvertently directed most of their advertising toward women. 

We started to research how we could influence the target market and decided that our 

target market should be more narrowly focused. We chose to skew our market to 23-29 

year old professionals while still maintaining the high-class stigma. We looked at the 

MRI and CMR data to discover how to form a better mixed media strategy that would 

compete with our top competitors. Our marketing goal is to increase advertising in 

different media vehicles that were not previously being used by SKYY Vodka, but were 

being used by competitors. We plan to do this by allocating the advertising budget across 

two additional mediums; network and spot TV. For a premium high-class vodka, SKYY 

was not utilizing its advertising to the best of its ability, which led to inconsistent 

advertising. Our main goal is to remind everyone that SKYY is within reach.  

Macro Environmental Considerations 

 
 There are many external social factors that need to be considered when marketing 

an alcoholic beverage. Whether or not people think drinking is acceptable will definitely 

affect the consumer market. The amount of movies, music videos and television that 

glorify drinking and drunkenness is a big social consideration. Most of the time, drinking 

on a college campus is a result of peer pressure. According to the College Drinking 

Prevention Website, many students said that drinking is just expected in college, 

especially within Greek life and around sports events. Also, depending on how much 

information people have learned about alcohol and the risk it can carry could definitely 
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influence views. Lastly, a person’s past experiences with alcohol may affect their future 

decisions. Many college students have been personally affected by alcohol. For example, 

their friends or family may have been the victim of an alcohol-related accident or arrest. 

An experience with someone suffering from alcoholism is another scenario that could 

affect someone’s decision to consume.  

 Culturally, religion is a big entity that could affect sales because it is often 

involved with the controversial topic of drinking.  One study said that religion was 

significantly and independently related to the frequency of drinking on a college campus. 

Also, drinking is often linked with sports and gambling, which are huge markets in the 

United States. Tailgating is a huge factor when it comes to examining the college market 

and alcohol.  

 Economically, most people don’t see alcohol as a necessity. Thus, if they don’t 

have the money to buy it, they won’t. Also, people may opt for a cheaper brand because 

alcohol is alcohol. Drink specials and happy hours are also environmental considerations 

when arranging a marketing plan. There is a lot of controversy regarding whether or not 

lowering the drinking age would help the economy.  

 There are various political considerations when it comes to alcohol because each 

state has different rules on where and when you are allowed to buy alcohol. The strict 

enforcement of drinking laws could positively or negatively affect the market because 

more people would be willing to buy the alcohol if they are able. There are consistently 

more underage kids paying older kids to buy them alcohol. One discussion board proved 

the argument that we let teenagers go to war but do not let them but alcohol.  
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Company Analysis 

 Maurice Kanbar founded SKYY vodka in San Francisco in 1992 with a goal to 

become the world’s best vodka. What started out as a small US based brand is now 

owned by Gruppo Campari, which happens to be the sixth largest spirits company in the 

world. SKYY Spirits LLC is currently the eighth largest spirits company in America and 

has been growing steadily.  

  SKYY’s core values of quality, innovation and style were quickly recognized. 

Not only has SKYY created competitive vodka, but they also have a portfolio of more 

than 20 world-renowned lifestyle brands. For example, SKYY Infusions is a line that 

carries ten different flavored vodkas. They have a specific interactive website for this line 

that includes a page for each flavor and multiple drink recipes for each.  

 SKYY has received multiple awards for their fresh taste and quality, including 

“Hot Brand,” “Brand of the Future” and Blue Chip awards acknowledges SKYY as one 

of the most prestigious brands in the business, according to the corporate website. 

Although SKYY is marketed toward the older generations, the company makes sure to 

benefit those who are not yet at the legal drinking age. SKYY has helped fund arts and 

education institutions in addition to taking on philanthropic endeavors.  

Product/Brand Analysis: 

 When founder Kanbar decided to create the world’s best vodka, he pioneered an 

innovative, state-of-the-art quadruple distillation, triple- filtration process that redefined 

industry quality standards. SKYY was quickly recognized with the help of its’ distinctive 

cobalt blue bottle and the PR attention it received from the San Francisco Examiner, USA 
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Today and The Wall Street Journal, according to the corporate SKYY Vodka website. 

Tests have proven that SKYY has the fewest impurities of all of the vodkas in the market 

today and has a smooth, clean taste as a result of the proprietary reverse-osmosis process.  

 SKYY vodka uses a lot of racy advertising and has been inconsistent with their 

advertising strategies.  The brand has been mostly targeted at younger women and has 

been too narrowly advertised compared to other vodka brands. They only use outdoor, 

Internet and magazine advertisements. However, SKYY is very noticeable because of the 

bright blue bottle and unconventional spelling. SKYY seems to encourage consumers to 

have fun and be carefree. Their advertisements are bright, enticing and persuade people 

to believe in the high-class lifestyle.  

 According to a Bloomberg BusinessWeek ranking, SKYY fell below its direct 

competitors with only two stars rather than three. SKYY’s advertisements portray 

swanky parties and sexy people. SKYY vodka was named the Official Vodka for Sex and 

the City 2 and was partnered for a swimwear collaboration starring celebrity Kristin 

Cavallari. SKYY Infusions has recently attracted more consumers to the brand.  

 In 2010, SKYY announced a global campaign called “SKYY SEXY” as the 

sexiest campaign. Despite negative feedback, the campaign definitely received a lot of 

attention. It proves that SKYY is charming and enjoys provoking consumers.  

 
Competitive analysis 

The three major competitors for SKYY Vodka are Smirnoff Vodka, Absolut 

Vodka, and Grey Goose Vodka. These brands of vodka are viewed as being quality, first-

rate brands. For the target audience, these four brands are well known vodkas.  The 
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Vodkas all have similar benefits, positions, and values. They all try to advertise their 

vodkas as the highest quality, classiest and best vodka on the market. They all advertise, 

but they use different advertising vehicles to reach the target audience.  

SKYY uses magazines, Internet, and outdoor advertising. SKYY uses the least 

amount of advertising, so they have the least amount of Share of Voice out of all the 

competitors. Grey Goose on the other hand has the most amount of Share of Voice out of 

the four vodkas. Grey Goose advertises using Network TV, Cable TV, Spot TV, 

Magazines, Sunday Magazines, Newspapers, National spot Radio, Internet, and Outdoor. 

Since Grey Goose advertises so much more, general population will most likely think of 

Grey Goose when they have to choose a brand of vodka. SKYY has a lot less control in 

the vodka market than Grey Goose does. 

 

The other two competitors, Absolut Vodka and Smirnoff have around the same 

Share Of Voice. They both advertise on Cable TV, Spot TV, Magazines, Newspapers, 
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Internet and Outdoor. Smirnoff also advertises on National Spot Radio, so they have a 

slightly higher Share Of Voice.  

Unfortunately for SKYY and its competitors, they have many indirect competitors 

because they are just one type of alcohol. Consumers can choose from many different 

types of alcohols and for SKYY to be chosen they consumer first has to choose Vodka 

over the others. For SKYY to become more popular, the Share Of Voice needs become 

stronger and more of an importance. To do this, SKYY need to advertise in more areas 

and expand their media mix. 

Consumer/ Market analysis 

The current target market for SKYY Vodka is young adults. These adults are aged 

between 18 and 49 and do not have a college education. SKYY also targets women over 

men. Geographically, the target audience lives in the southern region of the United States, 

which is the largest geographic difference. The average home income of the current target 

market is $75,000 - $149,999. This data all shows that while SKYY has a target 

audience, they could expand it by having a larger media mix. 

The target audience is the above average family who has a larger income and is 

most likely married with children aged 12-17. The target audience most likely prefers 

SKYY vodka to other vodkas because of the smooth taste, less impurities, and brand 

name. The consumers who have had SKYY are very loyal and are more likely to choose 

SKYY or SKYY products over others. 

The criteria people choose when making a purchase decision for SKYY is price, 

taste, and if they have had the brand before. Since SKYY is reasonably priced for 
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premium vodka, has a smooth taste, and has a distinct blue bottle, it is easy to see why 

people are loyal to SKYY. 

SWOT Analysis 

 This SWOT analysis is a result from researching SKYY’s official website as well 

as Absolute Astronomy website. Both of these websites provided sufficient information 

to gather what our group thought to be the main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats of the company. 

SKYY Vodka has many STRENGTHS that help them to be successful. Among these 

include: 

• SKYY is the leading vodka within its industry with the fewest impurities and is 

known for utilizing four column distillation process and triple filtration, which 

gives it a smooth, clean taste.  

• SKYY is a unique and authentic brand that provides a wide variety of flavors.  

• SKYY is involved with many philanthropic endeavors. For example, Skyy helped 

fund a variety of arts and educational institutions. 

• SKYY has been granted numerous recognitions. “Hot Brand,” “Brand of the 

Future” and “Blue Chip” awarded Skyy as one of the most prestigious brands in 

the business.   

However, SKYY has WEAKNESSES, such as: 

• SKYY uses most of its advertising money on magazine advertisements, as well as 

outdoor media. Expanding their advertising vehicles and mediums would lead to 

more people being reached.  
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• SKYY heavily targets college students; however, they have created a high class 

brand image, which does not appeal to many college students who are struggling 

financially. 

• There are many competitors in the market that SKYY has positioned itself in, 

which makes it challenging for them to stand out with little advertising variety. 

• SKYY heavily targets women, which leaves out the male demographic.  

There are several opportunities for SKYY. These OPPORTUNITIES include: 

• SKYY forged a partnership with Gruppo Campari, one of the top ten spirits 

companies in the world. This has helped them to extend the reach of the brand.  

• Because college students purchase the brand, by creating a less expensive line that 

 would cater to that demographic then they would most likely increase sales. 

Some aspects of the environment pose a THREAT to SKYY. Among these include: 

• With the drinking age being set at the age of 21 and the media coverage targeting 

the dangerous side of alcohol, it poses a threat and a challenge for SKYY to 

market its vodka in a positive light and to the strongest demographic.  

• College places many pressures on students including financial burdens and 

therefore, if SKYY wants to target college students, while maintaining a high 

class image then they need to be aware of this threat.  

• There are many other competitors in their industry that caters to the same target 

audience so it is important to maintain relativity and exposure. 

 
Problem Statement 

 
The core problem SKYY vodka faces is the lack of differentiation from its 

competition in the market place. Although the blue bottle stands out from competitors, 
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the brand does not claim any traits that set it apart. Competitors such as Absolute, 

Smirnoff and Grey Goose all boast of similar production processes and quality. 

 SKYY continuously reinforces its state-of-the-art process of quadruple distillation 

and triple filtration that yields exceptional quality and smoothness. However, as a 

Bloomberg Business research finding expresses, the brand falls right into the mediocre 

categories as its competitors. Absolute claims a mellow, full-bodied yet fresh and grainy 

characteristic while Grey Goose claims to have “redefined vodka.” The competition also 

utilizes several media outlets such as television and non-traditional tactics, while SKYY 

primarily only uses magazine, outdoor and the Internet. 

 To set SKYY apart in the market place, it is essential that the focus be not on the 

quality of production or taste. Consumers already view SKYY as having a comparable 

taste to its direct competitors. Therefore, the brand must be positioned as an image staple. 

SKYY vodka is not just another great option. It is the best option in the category because 

of the image that is SKYY. SKYY is the higher-class vodka that is in within reach of 

young professionals. Network television must be used along with current mediums to 

increase sales and brand awareness among young professionals 23-29. The SKYY is 

within reach. 

Marketing Objective 

 The marking objective for SKYY vodka is to create an integrated marketing 

campaign that will position the brand as the first choice for young professionals. 

Although our target market expands to men and women 18-49, our objectives will skew 

to ages 23-29. These men and women are young professionals who are financially 
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independent and strive for the finer aspects of life. SKYY Vodka becomes one of those 

components but is offered at a reachable price.  The SKYY is within reach. A 

strategically implemented media plan will increase brand awareness, sales and market 

share to place SKYY Vodka above the direct competition. Increased sales and stronger 

brand loyalty among the target market are the ultimate goals of the campaign. We plan to 

do this without extending the budget but allocating it to better compete in the market 

place. 

Advertising Objective 

 We would like to direct SKYY vodka advertising toward young professionals. 

The SKYY vodka advertising needs to have more consistency and needs to target a more 

specific age range. In order to gain more potential consumers, SKYY must expand their 

advertisements to other media outlets. Currently, their media mix only includes 

magazine, Internet and outdoor advertising while their competitors advertise through 

other media. By choosing SKYY, consumers are able to enjoy the smoothest, high-class 

vodka. It is also known as the best vodka to mix cocktails with.  We will maintain brand 

loyalty through our eye-catching physical characteristic, the blue bottle.  As patrons turn 

21, we want them to choose SKYY as their first choice vodka and make it their brand 

favorite. 

 In conclusion, the SKYY advertising objective is to make sure consumers still 

believe they are buying high-class vodka that only the classiest people are drinking. We 

want consumers to know there are multiple SKYY products available.   
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Media Budget 

 Based on the media budget for 2010 and 2011, we will try to use the same dollar 

amount but gain more impressions among the target market through additional media 

outlets. Previously, our SOV and CMR data showed that SKYY only focused their 

advertising through 3 media outlets, Internet, outdoor and magazines. With our new 

budget, we will try to compete with the top 3 competitors who have a very different 

media mix. Absolut, Grey Goose and Smirnoff have a large presence in TV advertising, 

while SKYY does not. We must use comparable media to our competitors in order to 

keep loyal customers and add new customers.  

 Compared to our competitors, SKYY’s SOV was much lower. From January 

2010 to November 2011, SKYY’s SOV was $14, 391, 900. Consequently, SKYY uses 

$625,734.783 on monthly advertising when we divide the 23-month budget. Instead of 

focusing on magazines, Internet and outdoor advertising, SKYY will primarily focus on 

network and spot TV. However, we still want to have a presence in the other markets, 

too.  

 By multiplying our monthly budget by 12 months, our yearly budget averages to 

$7, 508, 817.  Our new mixed media strategy for a year is as follows: 

• Network TV- $2.2 million 

• Spot TV- $2 million 

• Magazine- $1.3 million 

• Internet- $1, 004, 817 
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• Outdoor- $1,004,000  

 By creating a more widespread media approach and adding two other forms of 

advertising, SKYY will be able to compete more successfully in the marketplace.  
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